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I would like to thank Dr. Johnson for his thoughtful and helpful comments on my paper. In particular, I take his plea for a more precise vocabulary to heart, beginning with these comments.

To begin with, let me here propose a three-way distinction between: a) hype subjects: that is to say the person, product, or state of affairs that is hyped by something or someone; b) hype claims: that is to say claims about the subject of hype; and c) hype contexts: that is to say contexts in which a subject has been hyped. In some cases (like the advertising cases Johnson cites) hype claims will be misleading, hyperbolic, or outright deceitful claims about the subject. However, perfectly ‘temperate’ claims about the subject, taken in aggregate, may also serve to hype the subject. Taken together, hype claims produce a hype context, in which other claims about the subject will be inevitably contribute to hype about it, and may themselves become salient. It is this dynamic, I argue, that causes the challenges to virtuous argumentation I described in the paper.

Before moving on, I want to reflect a little bit about the relationship between hype and advertising. My intent in this paper was not to claim (or presuppose) that advertising is a form of argument. I remain agnostic about this issue, though the examples Johnson cites certainly seem to suggest that there is reason to believe that advertising is not argumentative in any robust sense. At any rate, I think my argument is orthogonal to the debate: Although the term “hype” is often used to refer to advertising, it has a much broader application. Although the American Heritage Dictionary notes the advertising connection in one of its definitions, it also distinguishes two other relevant senses of the word: a noun form referring to “excessive publicity and the ensuing commotion” (which may or may not include traditional advertising), and a verb form that refers “to stimulat[ing] or excit[ing] an audience. Although I might be accused of running together these two senses in my paper, neither requires “hype” to be synonymous with “advertising.”

With regard to challenges posed by hype contexts to argumentation, my idea is as follows: The repetition or proliferation of claims about a given subject may serve to artificially boost its importance. To put it another way, to hype something is to make it appear that it is something ‘worth knowing.’ This increased sense of importance may, in turn, boost the salience of other claims about that subject. As a result, one’s opponents, or co-arguers, or audience may be more prone to pay attention to these claims, and ignore other, less hyped, ones. The way I cashed this out in the paper was that the cognitive significance of hype subjects would likely
come to be misappraised. The virtue of proportionality, then, is the ability to evaluate these claims outside of (or in spite of) this influence.
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